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What is a Continuation of Care Case? 
 
A Continuation of Care case is a case that is opened with our Team Assist partner, AXA Assistance, with the 
intention of providing support and assistance to participants with pre-existing medical conditions. A case can 
be opened any time a participant needs to continue medical treatment in their prospective host country. This 
can range from simply verifying whether a specific medication is available/legal to bring into the country, to 
sourcing specialists who can carry out a specific treatment plan.  
 
What if health information was already shared with the study abroad office?  
 
Even if a participant shares information with the school/program in advance of travel, that information will not 
be shared with others unless consent is given. A Continuation of Care case is intended to be opened by the 
participant directly, and it can be opened regardless of what information may have already been discussed with 
the school/program. When a Continuation of Care case is opened with AXA, that information will be private.  
 
How far in advance should a Continuation of Care case be opened?  
 
A Continuation of Care case should ideally be opened with AXA at least 4-6 weeks prior to departure. The sooner 
a case can be opened, the better. Some cases will be easy to manage. Others may be more complex and will 
require more resources.  
 
What if a Continuation of Care case in not opened prior to departure?  
 
If a case is not opened prior to departure, it is possible that participants will experience delays with treatment 
abroad. There are certain medications (like those prescribed for things like ADHD) that are not readily available 
abroad and doctors within the US are often unwilling to prescribe them for long periods of time. Other 
situations may require a specialist, and the availability of such specialists will vary by location. Rural/remote 
areas will almost always have more limited resources than urban ones.   
 
Will CISI insurance cover all treatment abroad? 
 
The CISI insurance plan provides many benefits, and most participants will find that there is little to no out-of-
pocket cost for most treatment abroad. The plan will not cover all situations, however, so it is very important 
that participants review the plan benefits and all exclusions fully. This information is provided in the CISI plan 
brochure. In situations where there will not be adequate coverage abroad, AXA—in conjunction with CISI’s in-
house health and safety team—can still assist with making the necessary arrangements abroad and can provide 
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participants with estimated costs of services in the destination country so that participants—and their 
families—are better prepared financially. In these situations, it may be necessary for families to work with their 
domestic major medical insurance plans on ensuring additional coverage. Some major medical plans will 
provide reimbursements for services abroad, so participants are encouraged to research this with their families 
if needed.   
 
How is a Continuation of Care case opened? 

A Continuation of Care case should be opened via email: medassist-usa@axa-assistance.us 

To open a Continuation of Care case, two forms need to be completed:  
 

1. The first is a medical form to be completed by the participant’s treating physician (refer to 
accompanying attachment “Continuation of Care_AXA Medical Form”). It is meant to identify the 
condition they are seeking to continue treatment for and verify specifics of the current treatment plan.  
 

2. The second form is a Release of Information (ROI) form that the participant completes and signs (refer 
to accompanying attachment “Continuation of Care_AXA Assistance USA Release of Medical 
Information”). This authorizes the home physician to release medical information to AXA should they 
need to reach out to them with any questions regarding the medical condition or treatment plan. To 
complete the ROI, the participant would add the name of their home physician to the top of section B, 
and their name and date of birth where indicated in the middle of section B. They would then sign and 
date at the bottom of the form. 

 
When opening a Continuation of Care case, participants should be prepared to provide AXA with their 
prospective address abroad, or if they do not have a confirmed address they should provide information about 
the area/city they will be residing in. This is to ensure that AXA can research and source specialists near to 
where they will be residing.  
 
In the body of the email, participants should also include the following:  
 

• First and Last Name  
• Policy/Participant ID number and name of school/program (for coverage verification purposes)  
• Contact details: phone, cell, email  
• Location where assistance is requested (see note above re: prospective address) 
• Summary of request  

 
Participants can follow up via email (medassist-usa@axa-assistance.us) if needed or by phone by calling 855-
327-1411 (in the US) or 312-935-1703 (from abroad).  
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Am I covered if I need a medical evacuation for COVID-19 
during my trip?

If a traveler becomes ill with COVID-19 and a medical evacuation is 
necessary, that evacuation will be covered. The provisions of the policy 
relating to medical evacuation are unchanged.

Am I covered if I want to cancel my travel plans because of 
COVID-19?

Most ancillary travel benefits under CISI policies are not triggered at the 
election of the traveler. Instead, these benefits include a specific set of 
triggers and those provisions are described in detail in the policy 
brochure. Questions on how specific non-medical benefits on your policy 
may apply to the current COVID-19 crisis should be directed to your 
program or CISI staff.

As a part of CISI’s effort to target the COVID-19 crisis, we are now offering 
a CANCEL FOR ANY REASON / INTERRUPT FOR ANY REASON package 
called WORLDWIDE TRIP PROTECTOR PLUS. This coverage may be 
purchased by travelers to bolster their existing coverage. There is no 
pandemic or epidemic exclusion written into this package, so this 
coverage will provide an added layer of protection for COVID-19 (or for 
any other similar emergencies in the future). Visit www.mycisi.com for 
details.

Am I covered if the program I am attending is cancelled or 
closes early due to COVID-19?

Most ancillary travel benefits under CISI policies include a specific set of 
triggers which must occur in order for benefits to be provided. Those 
provisions are described in detail in the policy brochure. Questions on 
how specific non-medical benefits on your policy may apply to the 
current COVID-19 crisis should be directed to your program or CISI staff.
As a part of CISI’s effort to target the COVID-19 crisis, we are now offering 
a CANCEL FOR ANY REASON / INTERRUPT FOR ANY REASON package 
called WORLDWIDE TRIP PROTECTOR PLUS. This coverage may be 
purchased by travelers to bolster their existing coverage. There is no 
pandemic or epidemic exclusion written into this package, so this 
coverage will provide an added layer of protection for COVID-19 (or for 
any other similar emergencies in the future). Visit www.mycisi.com for 
details.

Where can I get the latest information about COVID-19?

For the latest information regarding COVID-19, visit the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) website. For information 
regarding COVID-19 prevention, visit the CDC’s guidelines for the 
prevention of coronavirus.  Travelers are also encouraged to visit 
travel.state.gov to view individual Travel Advisories for the most urgent 
threats to safety and security.

What is CISI’s position on testing for COVID-19?

CISI policies will cover COVID-19 testing if those tests are recommended 
as a part of the course of treatment by a treating physician. That is, 
COVID-19 tests will be covered if the traveler has shown symptoms that 
would cause a licensed physician to request the test in order to discern 
the best course of treatment. *Testing will also be covered in limited 
situations if there has been a clear exposure to someone with COVID-19 
and a doctor or health official has declared that the traveler has been 
exposed and needs to be tested. CISI policies do not generally cover 
preventative or routine care. Practices that would be considered 
preventative or routine would include: (1) a country requiring a test as a 
condition of entry, (2) a program or institution requiring a test as a part 
of the enrollment or arrival process, (3) a traveler choosing to be tested 
for their own peace of mind.

What support does CISI provide related to COVID-19?

CISI continues to monitor COVID-19 alerts and advisories. We also 
continue to provide products and services to assist our market as our 
clients prepare for safe travel to resume. The international travel 
landscape is changing rapidly, and CISI can help you maneuver through 
the various alerts, warnings, and regulations regarding your program’s 
travel needs.

Should I travel abroad while there is a risk of exposure to 
COVID-19?

The risk of exposure to COVID-19 is present abroad, just as it is present 
within the United States.  CISI recommends a careful review of the 
current threat level of your intended destination(s) and appropriate 
precautions during your travel.  The State Department maintains a list of 
worldwide Travel Advisories here.  CISI is continuing to offer substantial 
coverage options for clients who do move forward with travel programs, 
or who have individual travelers abroad, or who have international 
campuses.  Full medical coverage is available for COVID-19. Full medical 
evacuation benefits are available for COVID-19. Full benefits are also 
available for repatriation/return of mortal remains. Questions on how 
additional travel-related benefits related to your policy may apply to 
pandemics should be directed to your program or CISI staff.

Am I covered if I become sick with COVID-19 during my 
trip?

CISI’s medical provisions under the policy are unchanged so all of the 
various medical and travel benefits that were present in CISI policies 
continue to be available.  Travelers who become sick with COVID-19 have 
medical coverage available. Benefits relating to medical evacuation and 
return of mortal remains are also unchanged. 
*Declared Exposure: Treatment may be possible without showing 
symptoms in limited cases where exposure has been declared. That is, if 
there has been a clear exposure to someone with COVID-19 and a doctor 
or health official has declared that the traveler has been exposed and 
needs to be tested or treated.

CULTURAL INSURANCE 
SERVICES INTERNATIONAL

WASH HANDS FACE MASKS HAND SANITIZER

Additional questions? Contact CISI:  800-303-8120  |  cisiwebadmin@mycisi.com

COVID-19 
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Suggested topics to go over with Students: 
 

1. Welcome Email Content/Insurance Materials 

2. Download the CISI Traveler App 

3. Assistance Team (AXA Assistance) 

4. Pre-existing Conditions/Continuation of Care/Medications 

5. Benefits 

6. Covid-19 Coverage Questions 

7. How to Seek Treatment Abroad 

• Minor injuries/sickness 

• Major injuries/sickness 

8. Mental Health 

9. Claims 

10. Personal Travel Before and/or After Program 

How to contact CISI or AXA? CISI and AXA’s contact information appears in the brochure, on their ID card, consulate letter, website, 
Participant Portal and the CISI Traveler App. 

 

 
1. WELCOME EMAIL CONTENT/INSURANCE MATERIALS 

Let participants know about their CISI Insurance Materials email and what it contains: 
Participants will receive an email from CISI Enrollments (enrollments@culturalinsurance.com), with the subject line CISI Materials as 
soon as they are enrolled. This email will contain the following: 

• Brochure contains a FAQ & claim form 

• Participant ID card 

• Consulate Letter 

• Claim Form 

• Links (to the CISI Traveler App & Participant Portal) 

 
Side note: Once someone is enrolled, they have the option to create a login/register via the CISI Traveler App or Participant Portal. They 
cannot create an account/register if they have not been enrolled. Creating a login is not mandatory, but highly suggested as this will allow 
someone to always have access to their insurance documents, our tools and resources as well as the ability to utilize the Check-in feature in 
emergency situations. 

 
2. CISI TRAVELER APP 

IF ENROLLED PRIOR TO PRE-DEPARTURE MEETINGS: During the meeting, have everyone download the CISI Traveler App and create 
a login/register if they have not already done so. 

 
Key features: 

• Download ID card (this will allow them to access this at any time) 

• Locate Provider 

• Itinerary 
• Check-in 
• Contact info 

 
3. ASSISTANCE TEAM (AXA ASSISTANCE) 

24/7/365 – The Team Assist Plan is designed by CISI in conjunction with the Assistance Company to provide travelers with a worldwide, 
24-hour emergency telephone assistance service. Multilingual help and advice may be furnished for the Insured Person in the event 
of any emergency during the term of coverage. They can assist with locating providers, setting up appointments and direct billing. 
They also provide the following non-insurance services: medical, travel and technical assistance. 

 
4. PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS/CONTINUATION OF CARE 

Team Assist (AXA), in conjunction with the CISI Crisis Management Team, will also provide services for participants with Pre-existing 
Medical Conditions. The goal of the program is to ensure a successful educational experience, with seamless medical care whenever 
possible. Services range from confirmation a specific medication/dosage is available and/or legal, to sourcing specialists and 
arranging for follow up care. To comply with privacy regulations, Team Assist will require authorization from the participant to 

Pre-departure Meeting 
Guide for Clients 



obtain written documentation from his/her current medical provider. Participants should contact Team Assist at least 4-6 weeks prior 
to departure to allow adequate for the research and arrangements to be finalized prior to departure.  

Review & share the following documents:  

• CISI Continuation of Care Overview_AXA 
• Continuation of Care_AXA Medical Form 
• Continuation of Care_AXA Assistance USA Release of Medical Information  

 
5. BENEFITS 

• Tell everyone to read the plan brochure so they understand the coverage and exclusions. 

• This coverage is primarily for accident and sickness as well as for medical emergency situations, medical evacuation, repatriation, 
and security evacuation. The plan is intended to cover situations abroad on a temporary basis and will not cover everything like 
domestic major medical does. On the contrary, domestic major medical plans often will not make direct payments to providers 
abroad and do not include coverage for evacuations or repatriations.  

• We highly recommend telling everyone to not cancel their primary coverage in the United States while abroad. Please note that 
not having medical coverage within the US can cause problems and significant delays in the event of a medical evacuation, since 
there must be a hospital in the US willing to accept the patient in the event of an evacuation from abroad. US hospitals are less 
likely to accept patients who do not have major medical insurance.  

• Medical Evacuation/Security Evacuation. People CANNOT self-evacuate. If someone needs to be medically evacuated, this will 
need to be coordinated through AXA for it to be coverable. 

• Security Evacuation – Pandemics are not covered under the Security Evacuation. Security evacuation coverage is intended to 
cover evacuations due to political unrest and natural disaster. Again, for benefits under the Security Evacuation, this needs to be 
coordinated through AXA. 

 
6. COVID-19 COVERAGE QUESTIONS 

1. Medical treatment if diagnosed with COVID-19? Yes, medical treatment is covered under the plan like any other illness up the 
benefit maximum. 

 
2. Testing? Testing is only covered if medically necessary – either you have symptoms and a doctor recommends you are tested, or 

you were in close contact with someone who has a confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 and a doctor recommends you be tested. 
 

3. Testing for entry in or out of a country, or required for school? No, this is not covered. Even if you test positive, the test will 
not be covered. Medical expenses incurred will be covered, but not the test, since the purpose of the test was not medically 
necessary. 

 
4. Quarantine? There is coverage for unforeseen quarantine while abroad. Self-quarantines are not covered. The most common 

quarantine claim will happen when trying to depart from your program and being unable to do so due to a positive test that 
occurs just before departure and therefore prevents travel. This is a reimbursable expense. You must save all 
receipts/documentation, including proof of positive Covid test, and submit to CISI for review.  

 
An additional point to make to students and parents alike is to let them know that if a student is hospitalized abroad and they want 
to travel overseas to be bedside, it will be more difficult if the family member/guardian is not vaccinated due to travel restrictions 
depending on the destination country & medical facility’s COVID-19 protocol.  

 

7. HOW TO SEEK TREATMENT ABROAD 

• There are no In-Network nor Out-of-Network restrictions. They can seek treatment at any provider they choose. 

• Locate a provider via the CISI Traveler App or myCISI Participant Portal. If someone needs assistance, they can reach out to AXA 
Assistance. 

• MINOR and MAJOR injuries/sickness: 

MINOR: Participants should be prepared to pay for doctor visits for minor illnesses such as a sore throat or a sinus infection. 
They can present their card to the medical provider at the time of service. If the overseas doctor is willing to bill us directly, we 
are willing and able to pay them directly for covered medical expenses. Foreign providers can contact AXA Assistance toll-free 
to verify eligibility and/or benefits 24/7/365. If they prefer to have you pay for any medical services, medicines, or equipment 
out-of-pocket at the time of your visit, hold onto all documents, bills and receipts, and submit them along with a claim form to 
CISI for reimbursement. 

MAJOR: For all emergencies, participants should seek help without delay at the nearest facility and then, after admittance, open 
up a case with AXA Assistance (our 24/7 assistance provider). Our goal is to have the hospital or facility bill us directly. If personal 
payment has already been processed, we can expedite reimbursement. CISI has the ability to pay by check or wire transfer to 



foreign hospitals when necessary/requested. AXA Assistance is also able to guarantee/make payments when necessary (CISI 
then reimburses AXA Assistance). 

 
• Prescription Medication: If a doctor prescribes a medication, you will pay out-of-pocket at the pharmacy. As long as the medication 

is for a covered illness or injury, you can submit a claim for reimbursement. Make sure to hold onto any receipts and prescription 
medication receipts so you can include those with your claim submission. See the Claims section of this guide for more 
information. 

 

8. MENTAL HEALTH BENEFITS 

CISI does work with therapists/psychiatrists abroad so if any participants need to seek services, please have them contact CISI or AXA 
and we can assist in setting up an appointment with a local provider in the area they are in. If there are no in-person 
therapists/psychiatrists in the location a participant is in, CISI does work with providers that do Skype sessions. 

 
9. CLAIMS 

• If a participant pays out-of-pocket make sure they hold onto receipts, medical documentation. 

• To receive reimbursement, they’ll have to complete a claim form, include the documentation and receipts. 

• The claim form provides instructions at the top of the form. People can either submit the claims via email, mail or by fax. 

• They do not need to submit them right away, but no later than a year from the service date, so it’s okay if someone wants to wait 
until they return stateside to submit their claim(s). 

• Claim Forms are attached to their welcome emails, on the portal, website, and attached to the brochure. 
 

10. PERSONAL TRAVEL BEFORE AND/OR AFTER PROGRAM 

CISI allows participants to extend up to 30 days before and/or after their program under the individual plan for personal travel. This 
plan is separate from the school plan. If they are interested, they can sign up for coverage right from within the CISI participant 
portal. 
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How to Support CISI Insureds: A Guide for Trip Leaders & Staff 

This document was designed as a helpful overview of CISI insurance, available tools/resources, and important information on opening 

cases and managing claims. Review each of the sections below for more details.  

 

Coverage Basics 

The insurance policy with CISI includes coverage for accidents and illnesses occurring abroad as well as for medical and security 

evacuations and repatriations. Worldwide 24-7 medical/travel/technical assistance is also included. Additional benefits are also 

available. The specific details of your policy—including all benefits and exclusions—can be found in the CISI coverage brochure. 

If you do not have a copy of the brochure, please ask your program administrator for assistance. Insureds also have access to 

the brochure through the myCISI participant portal or mobile app.   

 

myCISI Portal & App  

All CISI insureds should have received information on how to set up the myCISI account and login prior to departure. The 

myCISI portal contains important insurance documents (including brochure, claim form, and ID card) as well as important 

resources and links (emergency ‘check-in’ feature, lists of English speaking doctors overseas, country-specific information, etc.). 

If insureds did not receive this information and would like to access the site, they can simply go to www.mycisi.com and then:  

1) Click on Login to myCISI in the upper right corner 

2) On this new screen, click on the sentence that reads, ‘Please click here to create an account’ on the right-hand side 

of the page. 

3) Fill-in: First Name, Last Name and Birth Date and then click Continue.  

4) Enter the e-mail address where the temporary password should be sent and click on ‘Send Password to this e-mail’ 

5) Check the e-mail address for the myCISI temporary (case sensitive) password. (Please note: The username is always the 

email address.) 

6) After retrieving the password, return to the previous page and click on Login Here or go to Login to myCISI from the 

homepage and enter the username (e-mail address) and temporary (case sensitive) password then click on Log In. 

To download the myCISI app, insureds with smart phones can go to Google Play (Android users) or the App Store (Apple users) 

and search for “Cultural Insurance Services International’ or ‘myCISI’. After downloading, the login information created via the 

full website can be used to access the app. For a full overview of the myCISI portal and app features, ask your program 

administrator for a copy of the ‘myCISI Participant Guide’ pdf.   

If an insured is having trouble setting up an account or downloading the app, our enrollment team can help. Insureds should email 

enrollments@mycisi.com or call 203-399-5509 for assistance.   
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Simple Claims: What to Expect for Minor Illnesses/Injuries 

 CISI is happy to pay foreign providers directly. Many providers, however, prefer payment up-front when services are 

rendered. Many overseas Insureds using this insurance should be prepared to pay for doctor visits for minor illnesses 

such as a sore throat or a sinus infection, for example. However, even for a minor illness, if the overseas doctor is willing 

to bill us directly, we are willing and able to pay them directly for covered medical expenses (this is always up to the 

provider).  

 CISI's billing address and claim help # is on each ID card and on the claim form which is part of the brochure. If medical 

expenses are incurred while abroad or in the US, the claim form and scanned copies of the itemized paid bill(s) can be 

emailed to claimhelp@mycisi.com. CISI's claim help line (203-399-5130) and email address (claimhelp@mycisi.com) are 

answered from 9-5 EST M-F. 

 Claims should be submitted for processing as soon as possible (and no later than one year after treatment was received, 

if possible) and are typically processed within 15 business days provided CISI has all the information needed for 

reimbursement.  

 A case does not need to be opened in advance for us to pay a claim for covered expenses for minor injuries/illnesses. 

Team Assist (our 24/7 assistance provider) can help provide referrals to doctors/hospitals worldwide if needed. Insureds 

outside the US may visit any provider they would like and eligible expenses will be covered at 100% (in other words, CISI 

does not have network restrictions for those traveling outside of the US).  

 

Serious Claims: How to Handle Major illnesses/injuries 

 For all emergencies, seek help without delay at the nearest facility and then, after admittance, open a case with Team 

Assist (our 24/7 assistance provider). You should also notify appropriate party at your institution, so they are aware of the 

claim/situation and can help coordinate assistance as needed. 

 To avoid any delay in treatment, the insured (or someone with the insured) may need to provide a personal payment 

method to the hospital up front. Once a case is opened, however, it is always our goal to have the hospital or facility bill 

us directly so that neither the program/sponsor/school nor the insured needs to provide payment.  In these types of 

situations, the insured (or someone calling on his/her behalf) needs to open a medical file with Team Assist asking for 

help with this. If personal payment has already been processed, CISI can expedite reimbursement.  

 Team Assist’s toll-free 800 and non-800 (when calling from overseas) numbers are on all insured’s ID cards and in the 

brochure under the claim form. If a benefit or claim-related call or email comes to Team Assist during our business hours, 

it is usually transferred to us. After hours and on weekends, Team Assist handles the communications and involves our 

in-house Crisis Team.  

 

Pre-existing Conditions and Continuation of Care Abroad 

Program pre-departure orientations should include a review of the insurance benefits and exclusions. All insureds should be 

provided with information on how to open a “Continuation of Care” case with Team Assist prior to departure so that those with 

pre-existing conditions can more effectively manage their health while abroad. Continuation of Care cases can range from 

simply verifying whether a specific medication is available/legal to bring into the country to arranging appointments for a 

specialized treatment plan. In cases where the estimated cost of treatment abroad exceeds the amount of coverage available 

on the plan, CISI’s Health & Safety manager will work with Team Assist and the insured to communicate this information 

effectively. If care for a pre-existing condition is needed and was not addressed prior to departure, a case with Team Assist 

should be opened as soon as possible. Team Assist contact information can be found on all insurance ID cards, the brochure, 

and under “Emergency Contact Information” on the traveler portal and app.  

 

Medical Evacuations 

If a situation warrants a medical evacuation, Team assist will make all necessary arrangements for the insured. Please note 

that medical evacuations MUST BE ARRANGED by Team Assist to be covered.  Self-evacuations are not covered.  
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Security Evacuations 

Our Team Assist medical/travel/technical partner and Crisis24 (our security partner) are both 24/7 operations. To keep things 

simple for our insureds, the number to call for a medical/travel/technical issue is the same as for a security related issue.  

The CISI policy includes a comprehensive security rider which provides coverage for the following non-medical occurrences:  

1. Expulsion from a Host Country or being declared persona non-grata on the written authority of the recognized 

government of a Host Country;  

2. Political or military events involving a Host Country, if the Appropriate Authorities issue an Advisory stating that 

citizens of the Insured Person’s Home Country or citizens of the Host Country should leave the Host Country;  

3. Verified Physical Attack or a Verified Threat of Physical Attack from a third party; 

4. The Insured Person had been deemed kidnapped or a Missing Person by local or international authorities and, 

when found, his or her safety and/or well-being are in question within 7 days of his or her being found;  

5. Natural Disasters. 

 

If your participants have experienced any of the above situations, it is important to contact Team Assist right away so that 

assistance can be provided. Security evacuations, like medical evacuations, MUST BE ARRANGED by Team Assist and/or 

WorldAware to be covered.  

 

Safety Check-In Feature – ‘Are you safe?’ 

If there is a natural disaster, terrorist attack, or other security-related incident, insureds can click on ‘Check In’ from within the 

myCISI portal so that the program and CISI knows they are safe.  Please Note: Insureds do not have to ‘Check-in’ if nothing has 

occurred.  Insureds will only want to check-in to notify the program and CISI that they are safe if there is a natural disaster, 

terrorist attack, or other security-related incident.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Insureds can also check-in using the myCISI app   
 

 

Additional Assistance Services 

In addition to the above-mentioned benefits, the Team Assist Plan (TAP) also offers a variety of additional services. These services are 

not insured benefits but can be coordinated and arranged by Team Assist.  

Medical Assistance Services  

 Medical Referrals: Referrals will be provided for Doctors, hospitals, clinics or any other medical service provider requested by 

the Insured.  Service is available 24 hours a day, worldwide. 

 Medical Monitoring: In the event the Insured Person is admitted to a U.S. or foreign hospital, the AP will coordinate 

communication between the Insured Person’s own Doctor and the attending medical doctor or doctors.  The AP will monitor 

the Insured Person’s progress and update the family or the insurance company accordingly. 

 Prescription Drug Replacement/Shipment Assistance: will be provided in replacing lost, misplaced, or forgotten medication 

by locating a supplier of the same medication or by arranging for shipment of the medication as soon as possible.   

 Coverage Verification/Payment Assistance for Medical Expenses: The AP will provide verification of the Insured Person’s 

medical insurance coverage when necessary to gain admittance to foreign hospitals, and if requested, and approved by the 

Insured Person’s insurance company, or with adequate credit guarantees as determined by the Insured, provide a guarantee 

of payment to the treating facility. 
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Travel Assistance Services  

 Obtaining Emergency Cash: The AP will advise how to obtain or to send emergency funds world-wide.  

 Traveler Check Replacement Assistance: The AP will assist in obtaining replacements for lost or stolen traveler checks from 

any company, i.e., Visa, Master Card, Cooks, American Express, etc., worldwide. 

 Lost/Delayed Luggage Tracing: The AP will assist the Insured Person whose baggage is lost, stolen or delayed while traveling 

on a common carrier.  The AP will advise the Insured Person of the proper reporting procedures and will help travelers 

maintain contact with the appropriate companies or authorities to help resolve the problem. 

 Replacement of Lost or Stolen Airline Ticket: One telephone call to the provided 800 number will activate the AP’s staff in 

obtaining a replacement ticket.   

Technical Assistance Services  

 Credit Card/Passport/Important Document Replacement: The AP will assist in the replacement of any lost or stolen important 

document such as a credit card, passport, visa, medical record, etc. and have the documents delivered or picked up at the 

nearest embassy or consulate.  

 Locating Legal Services: The AP will help the Insured Person contact a local attorney or the appropriate consular officer when 

an Insured Person is arrested or detained, is in an automobile accident, or otherwise needs legal help.   The AP will maintain 

communications with the Insured Person, family, and business associates until legal counsel has been retained by or for the 

Insured Person. 

 Assistance in Posting Bond/Bail: The AP will arrange for the bail bondsman to contact the Insured Person or to visit at the jail 

if incarcerated.  

 Worldwide Inoculation Information: Information will be provided if requested by an Insured for all required inoculations 

relative to the area of the world being visited as well as any other pertinent medical information.  

 

Team Assist Contact Information  
 

Please use Team Assist as your primary contact during emergency assistance cases. Anyone can open a case on behalf 

of an insured.  
 

If an insured requires assistance, their ID number is the policy number.  That policy number, along with important contact 

information, can be found on the back of all CISI insurance ID cards, under “Emergency Contact Info” on the myCISI portal and 

app, and on the claim form (which is part of the CISI insurance coverage brochure). To follow is Team Assist's contact 

information for your reference:  
 

Team Assist Phone:    (312) 935-1703 (calling from outside of the US, collect calls accepted)  

(855) 327-1411 (calling toll-free from within the US) 

Team Assist Email:    medassist-usa@axa-assistance.us 

                 Front of ID Card:                                                                     Back of ID Card: 

 

 

 

http://www.culturalinsurance.com/
mailto:medassist-usa@axa-assistance.us
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When opening a case with Team Assist, please be prepared to provide the following information:  
 

• Caller’s First and Last Name as well as the name of the insured, if different 

• Policy/Participant ID number (for coverage verification purposes)  

• Contact details: phone, cell, email (what is the best means of reaching the insured)  

• Location where assistance is requested  

• Summary of request/incident (what happened, severity of injuries, etc)   

• Type of service requested (medical, travel, security)  

 

CISI Claims Team Information 

If insureds have questions regarding benefits or the claim submission process, the CISI Claims Team can be reached by phone, 

email, or mail. The Claims Team is available Monday-Friday from 9am-5pm EST.  
 

Claims Team Phone:    (800) 303-8120 ext. 5130 (calling toll-free from within the US) 

                                         (203) 399-5130 (calling from outside of the US, collect calls accepted) 
 

Claims Team Email:      claimhelp@mycisi.com  

 

Claims Team Mail:        Cultural Insurance Services International (CISI)  

                                          One High Ridge Park  

                                          Stamford, CT 06905 

 

Privacy Laws & Student Health: Understanding HIPAA 

In order for most medical providers to share personal health information with Team Assist or CISI, a Release of Information 

(ROI) form must be signed by the patient or next of kin if the patient is indisposed. This allows the treating physician to discuss 

medical care directly with Team Assist/CISI. For CISI to release personal health information to your program or family members 

of the participant, an additional release of information must be signed by the participant.  

CISI strictly follows the guidelines set forth under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (or HIPAA).  HIPAA is 

a federal law passed in 1996 that sets basic requirements that health insurance companies must meet, including keeping a 

person's medical information private.   

You can view CISI’s privacy statement here: http://www.culturalinsurance.com/cisi_hipaa.asp  

 

http://www.culturalinsurance.com/
mailto:claimhelp@mycisi.com
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CISI Traveler App
Free for all participants currently enrolled with CISI. This 
includes students, faculty, staff, and dependents.
DOWNLOAD THE APP TODAY:

Emergency Medical Security 

1. Visit Google Play or the App store

2. Search for CISI Traveler or Cultural Insurance 
Services International

3. Register by providing your first name, last name 
and date of birth

4. The App will then confirm your email address or
ask you to provide one

5. An email will be sent to you providing a user
name and temporary password

800.303.8120  |  www.mycisi.com

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SECURITY

Note: If you have created a login for our Participant portal, your sign on for the App will be the same.

CHECK-IN SAFELY:
The App contains a check-in feature for use during a crisis. The App will update your sponsor that you are safe. In 
the event you require help you will be provided with details to contact our 24-hour Emergency Assistance 
Company. 

DOWNLOAD WITHOUT WIFI:
There is also a feature to download all of your policy materials as hard content without requiring wifi. They 
will be located under the Downloaded Documents section.

     Get the CISI Traveler App Today!

CULTURAL INSURANC E 
SERVICES INTERNATIONAL



 
 
            Emergency Assistance Offered by CISI’s 24/7 Assistance Team 

 

In cases of serious illness or injury requiring inpatient treatment a case should be opened with CISI’s Emergency 

Assistance Team, AXA Assistance. 

 

AXA’s Services 

Medical Monitoring: AXA has medical staff that will reach out to the treating facility to obtain comprehensive 

medical updates in order to ensure that the participant is receiving appropriate care. 

Medical Evacuation: If it is determined that a participant has been hospitalized at a facility that is not fully equipped 

to treat their condition, AXA will coordinate a medical evacuation to the nearest medical facility with the resources 

to provide appropriate care. 

Medical Repatriation: If it is determined that a participant’s medical condition will prevent them from completing 

their program, AXA will make arrangements for the participant to return home. They will make travel arrangements 

suited to the participant’s medical condition, including, but not limited to, medical escorts, non-medical escorts, 

upgraded seating, and air ambulance. 

Security Evacuation: Should a participant need to be evacuated due to civil or political unrest, natural disaster, or 

personal threat, AXA will arrange for transportation to the nearest safe location, and then to another program 

location or home if the situation does not improve enough to allow for a safe return. 

 

Emergency Assistance Outside of the United States 

AXA can be contacted anytime medical assistance is needed abroad.  In addition to the above services AXA also provides 

the following services to our participants traveling abroad: 
 

Medical Referrals: AXA can provide referrals to local medical providers. They will to work to refer English-speaking 

providers when requested. They will also use a participant’s address abroad as a starting point to provide referrals 

that are nearest to where a participant is residing. 

Medical Coverage: AXA will reach out to a treating facility to arrange direct billing. 

Continuation of Care: Participants with pre-existing conditions can initiate a case with AXA ahead of departure to 

ensure that they will be able to continue treatment while abroad. AXA will research availability of medication and 

work with the home physician to refer local providers willing to continue with the established treatment plan. 

  

How to Open a Case with AXA 

AXA is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Contact information is as follows: 

 Inside the US: 1 (855) 327-1411 (Toll Free)  

 Outside the US: 1 (312) 935-1703 (Collect Calls Accepted)  

 Email: medassist-usa@axa-assistance.us  

 

Questions AXA will ask when opening a case: 

1. Caller’s/Participant’s First and last Name  4.  Brief Summary of Request/Incident 

2. Contact Details 5.  Location where Assistance is Requested. 

3. Type of Service Requested  



 
 
                           The CISI Crisis Management Team 
 

 

 

The CISI Crisis Team consistently works with AXA to help support you and your participants during a time of crisis. 

The CISI Crisis Team consists of seasoned staff that are actively involved in Emergency Assistance Cases. They are 

notified at the onset of every case and kept informed throughout the life of the case to ensure that appropriate 

actions are being taken. Anytime they are notified that a participant has been admitted for inpatient treatment they 

will reach out to your program directly to make you aware of the case, provide regular updates, and address any 

concerns you may have.  

 

CISI Crisis Team Members: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emergency Contact during Regular Business Hours 

Shannon McNamara is responsible for overseeing all cases opened with AXA, from provider referrals, to outpatient 

visits, inpatient admissions, and medical evacuation and repatriation. She will be the key contact during regular 

business hours, ensuring that all cases flow smoothly. She will provide updates at the end of each day and week to 

ensure a smooth transition to the afterhours Crisis Team Duty Officer.  
 

Regular Business hours are Monday – Friday from 9 am to 5 pm EST. 
 

 

Shannon can be reached at 1-203-399-5557 or crisis@mycisi.com. 
 

 

Emergency Contact on Evening and Weekends 

In the event that you are encountering any issues with AXA Assistance and wish to directly speak with a CISI staff member 

outside of our regular business hours, please contact us on our Crisis Hotline. 

 

After Hours Crisis Hotline is 203-550-9028 or email crisis@mycisi.com 
     

Please use AXA as your primary contact for emergency assistance cases. They have the resources and expertise 

to best assist you throughout a crisis. CISI is happy to act as an intermediary to ensure your needs and expectations 

are being met and that participants are safe and secure during their crisis. CISI kindly ask that you keep this after 

hours contact information for your crisis personnel and not share directly with your participants. 

Director of Operations/Health & Safety Manager Shannon McNamara  

Customer Support Specialist Drew Woods 

Customer Service Supervisor Renata Marut 

Senior Benefit Analyst Sheila Lorson 

mailto:crisis@mycisi.com


 

 
 

AUTHORIZATION FOR 
RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION 

 
A. EXPLANATION 
This authorization for release of medical information is being requested from you to comply with 
the terms of the Confidentiality of Medical Information Act and the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act, 45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164, as applicable.   
 
For this document to be considered valid, it must be completed in full.   
 
ALL HIGHLIGHTED AREAS MUST BE FILLED IN 
 
B. AUTHORIZATION 
I hereby authorize AXA Assistance USA, Inc. and Cultural Insurance Services International 
(CISI) to disclose my individually identifiable health information as described below to (name of 
the individual/company):  
 
Insert Parent and/or Program Name Here 
 

Description of information to be released (check all that apply):  
 

a. □ I authorize the release of all information related to the management of my medical 

assistance case (including information relating to mental healthcare, communicable diseases, 
HIV or AIDS, and treatment of alcohol or drug abuse). This includes any medical records 
obtained by AXA Assistance USA, Inc. from treating facilities and/or physicians during the 
course of the assistance case, such as discharge summaries; history & physical, consultation, 
radiology, laboratory, pathology diagnostic reports; radiology films; billing records; emergency 
room reports.  
 
OR 
 

b. □ I authorize the release of all information related to the management of my medical 

assistance case with the exception of the following information: 
 

□ Mental health records 

□ Communicable diseases (including HIV and AIDS) 

□ Alcohol/drug abuse treatment 

□ Medical records such as discharge summaries; history & physical, consultation, radiology, 

laboratory, pathology diagnostic reports; radiology films; billing records; emergency room 
reports obtained by AXA Assistance USA, Inc. from treating facilities and/or physicians during 
the course of the assistance case. 



□ Other (please specify): _______________________________________________ 

 
 

 

C. USE 
The medical records and any other type of information released may be used only for the 
purpose of Insurance Coverage Verification.  
 

 
D. DURATION 

I understand that I may revoke this consent at any time before the information has been 
released by submitting a written request. This revocation request must be signed and dated with 
a date that is later than the date on this authorization. The revocation will not affect any actions 
taken before the receipt of the written revocation.   
 
This consent will expire in 180 days unless another date is written here: __________________ 
 
 
E. I understand that my treatment, payment, enrollment, or eligibility for benefits will not be 
conditioned on whether I sign this authorization. 
 
F. I understand that information used or disclosed pursuant to this authorization may be 
disclosed by the recipient and may no longer be protected by federal or state law. 
 
 
Signature of patient or personal representative:          

                                                                   
 

 
Printed name of patient or personal representative and his or her relationship to patient: 

 
 

 
Date: 
 

 
 
 



 

 

Your patient has requested our assistance in coordinating ongoing medical treatment while they are 

traveling outside of the US.  To start the process we require the completion of this brief questionnaire.  

After review by our Medical team, we may be request additional information to share with the potential 

accepting physician in the destination country.  We appreciate your assistance to ensure that your 

patient has continuity of care while abroad.    

To be completed by patient: 

Patient Name:  ______________________________________________________ 

Doctor Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Date of Birth:   ________________________________________________________ 

Diagnosis:             ______________________________________________________________ 

To be completed by treating physician: 

Current Medication Information: 

Name of 
Medication 

Recommended 
dosage 

Date of last 
administration 

Date of next 
planned 
administration 

Will you be 
prescribing 
for the 
duration of 
travel? 
(Y/N) 

Medical 
reason for 
medication 

List any 
Contraindications 
of continuing 
medication 
regimen while 
abroad 

Acceptable 
alternate 
medication, 
if not 
available 
abroad 

        

        

        
        

 

Past Medical History: ___________________________________________________________ 

When was patient last seen in your office:___________________________________________ 

Recommended treatment plan while abroad (including specialist type and date of next appointment):  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Any additional information that would help our office coordinate continuation of treatment for your 
patient.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________      ________________________ 

Physician Stamp / Signature      Date 
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